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OUR KIDS FIRST

Dear Friends and Supporters, 
 
Reflecting on this past year, I couldn’t be more proud of all we have accomplished together through 
DISCOVERY Children’s Museum, both within our walls and throughout Southern Nevada via our outreach 
efforts. While our motto has always been “Our Kids FIRST,” this has certainly been a time of firsts for all of us. 

From a thriving start to the fiscal year, to a forced closure, and then complete change of strategy in terms of 
how we operate during a global pandemic, DISCOVERY has set a standard in this community and beyond 
for what it means to pivot and adapt during times of uncertainty. Our number one goal has always been to 
make STEAM-based education accessible to as many children as possible. We have managed to do that 
even when our doors were closed during Governor Sisolak’s Stay At Home order. 

One accomplishment during this past fiscal year was the immediate implementation of At-Home 
DISCOVERIES, a one-stop-shop for free online learning resources consisting of both original content 
produced by our staff, as well as carefully curated resources from other organizations whose missions align 
closely with ours, when the Museum was temporarily shut down in the spring of 2020. Content consisted of 
STEAM-based activities that could be done safely from home and included special resources for children 
who were native Spanish speakers or hearing impaired. Some of the content that garnered the most 
attention was our “Storytime” reading series with local celebrities like Nate Schmidt and Deryk Engelland 
of the Vegas Golden Knights and former Raiders Running back, Napoleon McCallum. When the Museum 
reopened to the public at the end of the fiscal year, we decided to keep At-Home DISCOVERIES in place, 
and in fact found more funding to expand upon this effort with more high quality content produced and 
filmed in collaboration with professional filmmakers.  

During the mandatory closure of our Museum, we also worked closely with public health and safety officials 
to devise a comprehensive reopening strategy that would allow us to not only continue serving children 
who visited our Museum in person, but also those who were struggling with a new learning format when 
CCSD schools were forced to go virtual. In addition, we were able to keep our dedicated staff employed 
the entire time after applying for and being granted CARES Act relief funding through the Payroll Protection 
Program. 

The success of DISCOVERY Children’s Museum was and is made possible by the many community 
partnerships, grants, sponsorships, and individual donors who continue to support our mission of fostering 
a welcoming, vibrant, and inclusive environment where all are invited to engage in playful and educational 
experiences that ignite a lifelong love of learning. We invite you to take a look through this report to see all 
they have helped us achieve during a year of triumphs, tribulations, and wonders of DISCOVERY.
 
Sincerely, 
 
Melissa D. Kaiser 
 
Chief Executive Officer
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RAISED OVER  
$366,268  
through fundraising events

HOSTED

TRAVELING

EXHIBITS

24,400         OFFERED  
     REDUCED  
ADMISSIONS

TO NEARLY

                 VISITORS

Hosted 105 workshops, both in-person  
& virtual

OPENED
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PERMANENT
EXHIBITS22



MISSION  
statement

The mission of DISCOVERY Children’s Museum is to 

foster a welcoming, vibrant, and inclusive environment 

where all are invited to engage in playful and educational 

experiences that ignite a lifelong love of learning.

VISION  
statement

As a premier educational partner in the community, 

we will champion collaboration that inspires every 

child to become an innovative thinker through the  

joy and wonder of hands-on DISCOVERY.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Stacie Truesdell Michaels – Chair

Pat Skorkowsky – Vice Chair

Kevin Holyfield – Secretary

Boyd Nelson – Treasurer

MEMBERS AT LARGE

Ashlee Andrews

Brad Anthony

Carrie Carter-Cooper

David Gravatt 

Judy Cebulko

Jennifer Curland

Kami Dempsey

Megan Farnsworth

Todd Lefkowitz

Rebecca Miltenberger

Troy Moser

Joyce Schneider

Charlie Stone

Lynda Tache

Gavin Whiteley

BOARD
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During DISCOVERY Children’s Museum’s temporary closure in March 2020 due to COVID-19, our 
leadership team worked closely with public health and safety officials to develop thoughtful and 
extensive protocols for the Museum’s reopening on June 30, 2020. We also hired Qualtrics XM to help 
us develop a survey that we sent to guests in order to gauge what might help them to feel safe visiting 
our Museum during the pandemic. Armed with the most up-to-date information available and based on 
the recommendations of both those officials and our guests, here are just a few enhanced health and 
safety measures DCM underwent prior to reopening its doors:
 
• Museum occupancy limitation decreased to 10%
• Guests, employees, and volunteers required to have temperatures scanned prior to Museum entrance
• Santization mats installed at Museum entrance
• Plexiglass shields installed at each cashier station
• Mask required of all employees, volunteers, and guests ages 2 and up
• Increased number of touchless hand sanitizer stations throughout the Museum
• Installation of 12 hospital-grade HEPA air purifiers, as well as automatic water refill station to replace water fountains
• Kid-friendly signage placed throughout the Museum to enforce physical distancing of at least six feet
 
Furthermore, in order to observe occupancy limitations mentioned above, advance reservations with 
timed tickets were made available on our website and over the phone. Only a limited number of walk-ins 
were available, with guests encouraged to make purchases in a contactless manner.
 
For a more detailed look at our comprehensive cleaning, safety, and reopening procedures, please visit 
our website.

COVID-19
ENHANCED HEALTH & CLEANING PROTOCOLS TO KEEP OUR KIDS SAFE

RESPONSE
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DISCOVERY ON WHEELS 
 
DISCOVERY on Wheels delivers interactive health science programs directly to Pre-K through fifth grade 
classrooms in the Clark County School District. Programs are led by our energentic and qualified educators 
who follow specific lesson plans emphasizing national, state, and local curriculum goals. A total of 10,076 
students and 88 schools experienced the Museum in their classrooms this past year through DISCOVERY 
On Wheels, and, nearly 200,000 students have benefited from this program since its inception in 2009, 
when Dr. Joseph Lapan and Joan Lapan made the initial donation for the program. During FY20, we were 
proud to offer a new program specifically designed for Pre-K students. The new program, called “Let’s Get 
Moving!” focuses on how bones and muscles work together to help us walk, bend, stretch, and play, and 
teaches kids how our bodies are fueled by oxygen through the practice of simple breathing exercises and 
yoga poses. All our DISCOVERY On Wheels educators are mini yogis, yoga for kids™ certified, 
 
K-5 Programs Include: 
 • Pre-K – Let’s Get Moving! - Movement of the Human Body 
 • Kindergarten – Let’s Eat! - Foods & Nutrition
 • First Grade – Bright Smiles and Clean Bodies – Dental Health & Hygiene
 • Second Grade – Making Sense of our Senses – The Five Senses
 • Third Grade – Wonderful Me! - Cells & Genetics
 • Fourth Grade – Young at Heart – Circulatory & Respiratory Systems
 • Fifth Grade – What’s Up Doc? - Medical Professions & Equipment
 
DISCOVERY ON WHEELS WAS SPONSORED BY:
 • Joan Lapan
 • Wynn Resorts

OUTREACH AND  
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
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YOUTHWORKS PROGRAM

As the Museum’s signature youth enrichment program, YouthWorks encourages the Museum’s teen  
volunteer population to work towards a highly coveted internship. 
 
The YouthWorks program encourages personal exploration while building confidence and life skills. 
YouthWorks raises the bar by providing interns with job readiness and professional life skills training, 
mentoring, and on-the-floor work experiences. A limited number of teens qualify for this unique 
internship and the program’s success is reflected in the increase of community recognition, support and 
participation. During the 2020 Fiscal Year, 17 interns participated in YouthWorks.

Cited as a national model program for low-income, underserved youth by the President’s Committee on 
the Arts and Humanities, YouthWorks benefits the community’s underserved youth by encouraging them 
to stay in school and graduate from high school.
 
YOUTHWORKS WAS SPONSORED BY: 
• Albert & Elaine Borchard Foundation
• Andrew Family Foundation
• Bank of America
• Frank and Victoria Fertitta Foundation
• Nordstrom
• Schwab Charitable Fund
• US Bank Foundation
• Vegas Golden Knights Foundation
• Walmart Stores
• Wells Fargo
• Windsong Trust
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OUTREACH AND  
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
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VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

Our diverse team of volunteers are vital members 
of DISCOVERY Children’s Museum. They help with 
everything from cleaning and stocking our state-
of-the-art exhibits to helping host special events 
at the Museum. There are a multitude of different 
avenues for volunteering at DISCOVERY Children’s 
Museum, and we have different programs for 
teens, adults, and community partners.

As expected, the pandemic did lead to a significant 
decrease in volunteer participation during the 
2020 fiscal year, specifically during our temporary 
closure. Still, it is estimated that volunteers brought 
in a value of more than $133,000 from June of 
2019 through July of 2020.
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EDUCATION PROGRAMS
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JANUARY 11, 2020 – MAY 3, 2020
Run! Jump! Fly: Adventures in Action™ 
encouraged visitors to try out activities they 
may have never before encountered, while also 
visiting familiar activities in exciting, new ways. 
The exhibit, which was created by Minnesota 
Children’s Museum and sponsored by Nevada 
Health Link, was composed of four adventure 
scenes, an action star training center, and a 
toddler area. Each adventure scene offered 
an imaginative setting for children to test out 
high-appeal physical activities that challenged 
their strength, balance, coordination, and 
cardiovascular endurance. 

MAY 25, 2019 – SEPTEMBER 8, 2019
Created by the renowned Scitech in Perth, Australia,  
and based around a James Bond-style fantasy of  
exotic locations, high-tech equipment and, of course,  
a mystery to solve, Top Secret: License to Spy focused 
on the science and technology of spying and espionage. 
On arrival at the exhibition, the visitors were presented 
with a scenario and six suspects. Armed with a Spy File, 
the visitors were challenged with gathering intelligence 
from selected exhibits to uncover information on the 
suspects, leading them on a journey of discovery into 
the secret world of spies.
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TRAVELING EXHIBITS
Specialized traveling exhibits are another opportunity for children and families  
to learn through engagement and hands-on interaction while having fun.  
The Museum presented two diverse traveling exhibits during FY20.



AT-HOME DISCOVERIES

RECOGNIZING A NEED
On March 16, 2020, DISCOVERY Children’s Museum, 
out of an abundance of caution and in alignment with 
recommendations of public health and safety officials to 
practice physical distancing in an attempt to help stop 
the spread of COVID-19, decided to temporarily close 
its doors. The next day, on March 17th, Governor Steve 
Sisolak issued a Stay At Home Order, forcing a multitide 
of other “nonessential businesses” to stop operations 
as well. This also meant schools were temporarily 
closed and forced to restructure under a distance 
learning format. Immediately, DISCOVERY recognized a 
need for access to fun and educational virtual learning 
opportunities and jumped into action, forming At-Home 
DISCOVERIES. Within a matter of days, our team was able 
to create a whole new section of our website dedicated 
to digital learning experiences containing both original 
and curated content. 

When we were forced to temporarily close the doors to our Museum, we made 
sure STEAM-based educational activities were still accessible to children via 
our new At-Home DISCOVERIES virtual learning experiences.

JUMPING INTO ACTION
Our Learning Experiences Team developed dozens 
of fun science experiments that could be done at home 
with materials most of us keep on hand. In addition to 
downloadable documents that contained a list of materials 
needed to carry out each task and step-by-step instructions 
for how to do so, we used a very small crew to safely film our 
LET members doing the science experiments themselves, 
sometimes at the Museum or even in their own homes. These 
resources, as well as so many others (including Storytime 
readings with local celebrities, art projects, tutorials, and 
links to educational content posted by organizations whose 
missions aligned with our own) were all available to access 
for free on our website, DiscoveryKidsLV.org. We also had 
multiple resources available for both Spanish-speaking and 
hearing-impaired children. The feedback we received from 
kids as well as their parents about At-Home DISCOVERIES 
was so overwhelming, we decided not only to keep the 
program around once we reopened our doors on June 30th, 
but to apply for more funding that enabled us to increase 
the quality of these resources. We look forward to sharing 
those endeavors in our 2021 Annual Report.
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THE BIGGER, BETTER WELLS FARGO EXHIBIT 
GRAND REOPENING: APRIL 29, 2020

Our Wells Fargo exhibit moved to a new, bigger space and 
underwent a massive makeover. The new and improved 
exhibit remains inside our Eco City Gallery, but features a 
multitude of new opportunities for children to learn about 
financial responsibility.

Eco City is one of our most popular galleries, where 
children can learn to earn a paycheck and what it means to 
be a contributing member of society. The new Wells Fargo 
exhibit encourages kids to spend their money wisely, 
teaching them the importance of budgeting and saving. 
The exhibit is also bilingual, offering resources for both 
English and Spanish-speaking children.

NEW EXHIBITS
FROM THEIR FIRST STEPS TO THEIR FIRST EXPERIMENTS.
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SENSORY ROOM 
JUNE, 2020

The Sensory Room was developed in partnership with Variety 
Children’s Charity and the Brendan Mann Foundation.  This 
sensory-adaptive learning area inside our Toddler Town gallery 
supports children with sensory integration challenges and also 
serves as a behavioral cool-down room.  The sensory room 
includes experiential learning tools, adaptive computers, lights, 
integrated music therapy and projections that encourage sensory 
gross and fine motor skill development.  Sensory rooms have 
been proven to improve focus, develop or reactivate senses, 
encourage socialization and promote cognitive and motor 
development. 



SPECIAL PROGRAMS
FROM THEIR FIRST BIG QUESTIONS TO THEIR FIRST BREAKTHROUGHS.

SUPERHERO DAY
JULY 6, 2019
Visitors dressed as their favorite Superhero character in celebration of this action-packed day. Visitors 
explored the special forces unique to Superheroes while engaging in fun-filled activities related 
to Superhero costume design, scavenger hunts, a fashion show featuring visitors in costume, and 
Superhero Science Theatre presentations highlighting the science behind superpowers. Visitors also 
enjoyed meeting and mingling with Superhero characters throughout the day!
Total Attendance: 2,009 visitors

50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE APOLLO MISSION
JULY 20, 2019
July 20, 2019 marked the 50th anniversary of the first humans landing on the Moon on July 20, 1969, 
as part of NASA’s Apollo 11 lunar mission. In partnership with NISE Network (National Informal STEM 
Education Network), interactive earth and space programming was presented, and visitors celebrated 
this special day with an immersive planetarium experience, rocket ship design projects, temperature 
mapping, lunar jewelry design, and an in-depth exploration of impact craters.
Total Attendance: 1,269 visitors

DISNEY DAY
AUGUST 3, 2019
Visitors enjoyed special programming that included exploration of stop-motion animation, costume 
design, magical science programming, an animated scavenger hunt, and visits with Disney characters! 
Visitors also enjoyed listening to classic Disney tales and singing along to their favorite Disney songs. 
This special celebration included challenging Disney trivia games, and enchanting photo opportunities. 
Total Attendance: 1,885 visitors 

ASTRONOMY DAY
OCTOBER 5, 2019
In celebration of Astronomy Day at DISCOVERY, visitors engaged in space colony design, built 
electroscopes, identified constellations on a map, attended galaxy presentations, learned about satellites, 
and enjoyed an interactive planetarium experience. In partnership with NISE Network (National Informal 
STEM Education Network), earth and space toolkits were presented, offering hands-on exploration of 
engaging astronomy themed content.
Total Attendance: 917 visitors

NEVADA DAY
OCTOBER 25, 2019
Visitors engaged in a special Nevada themed celebration, including programming highlighting the 
state animals of Nevada, art projects inspired by Nevada’s beautiful landscape, and explorations of the 
precious metals that inspired the Silver State’s nickname. Special representatives from Nevada State 
Museum joined in the celebration and provided historical Nevada Day programming for visitors.
Total Attendance: 935 visitors
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LET’S DO CHEMISTRY DAY
OCTOBER 19, 2019
Through exciting experiments and engaging conversations with representatives from the American 
Chemical Society (ACS), the Explore Science: Let’s Do Chemistry event welcomed visitors to explore 
hands-on chemistry kits funded by the National Science Foundation through the Museum of Science. 
Visitors created chemical reactions to launch rockets, investigated the chemistry of color, attended 
a demonstration about molecules in motion, and converted chemical energy into electricity during a 
battery building workshop. Special presentations included Science Bench shows related to polymers 
and circuitry, with the festivities concluding in the Riseman Family Theatre for a puppet show highlighting 
the scientific method.
Total Attendance: 869 visitors

NUTCRACKER EXTRAVAGANZA
NOVEMBER 29, 2019
Children and families enjoyed Nutcracker themed activities Museum-wide during this special annual 
celebration in partnership with the Nevada Ballet Theatre. Visitors created art inspired by the costumery 
of the Nutcracker and participated in science programming related to stage mechanics and set design. 
Special Sugar Plum Slide performances were led by the Nevada Ballet Theatre Academy. The highlight 
of the day was special meet-and-greet sessions with characters from the Nutcracker Ballet.
Total Attendance: 1,850 visitors

WINTER WONDERLAND
DECEMBER 7, 2019 - JANUARY 3, 2020
Visitors joined us for our annual Winter Wonderland festivities and engaged in snow globe design, winter 
holiday themed crafts, and ornament decorating. Visitors embarked on a study of seasonal weather 
patterns, and explored planetary science related to the winter solstice. This special extended celebration 
offered a beautiful glimpse into the winter season.
Total Attendance: 20,208 visitors

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
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COMMUNITY  
COLLABORATIONS   
 
 
THE SMITH CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS 
CULTURAL COLLABORATIONS
 
Erth’s Prehistoric Adventure
NOVEMBER 19, 2019 – SEPTEMBER 21, 2020 
Following an Erth’s Prehistoric Adventure performance at The Smith Center for the Performing Arts, 
657 CCSD Title 1 Elementary students visited DISCOVERY Children’s Museum for a curriculum-based, 
immersive workshop experience highlighting content in science, art, and literacy. This integrated 
experience included sea creature exploration, fossil excavation, marine animal puppetry and ocean 
collage design. 

The Snowy Day and Other Stories
JANUARY 21, 2020 – JANUARY 24, 2020
Following a Snowy Day and Other Stories performance at the Smith Center for the Performing Arts, 
1,212 CCSD Title 1 Elementary students visited DISCOVERY Children’s Museum for an innovative 
experience highlighting content in engineering and art. This exciting workshop series included 
cityscape building, ice crystal investigations, maze engineering and instrument design. 
 
 
LAS VEGAS PHILHARMONIC CULTURAL COLLABORATIONS
OCTOBER 29, 2019 – OCTOBER 31, 2019 
FEBRUARY 11, 2020 – FEBRUARY 13, 2020 
DISCOVERY Children’s Museum partnered with the Las Vegas Philharmonic for the 2019-2020 Youth 
Concert Series Program. The title of this year’s program was “Music Talks.” Following a special concert 
at the Smith Center for the Performing Arts, 1,763 CCSD Title 1 Elementary students visited DISCOVERY 
Children’s Museum over the course of two weeks for engaging workshop experiences highlighting 
content in science, music, art, and dance. This cultural collaboration included workshops introducing 
puppetry design, stained glass artistry, sound wave demonstrations and interactive music sessions. 
Special guest presenters Carlos Santana and Cindy Blackman facilitated a “Drums of the World” 
workshop for students, highlighting percussion instruments from around the world.

PARTNERSHIPS
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PARTNERSHIPS
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NEW  
PROGRAMS
 
INTERGENERATIONAL INTERLUDES
JULY 9, 2019 – JUNE 30, 2020
Cleveland Clinic Nevada and DISCOVERY teamed up 
to offer an Intergenerational Interludes music program 
for participants ages birth through five and their 
caretakers. Interactive weekly sessions offered music, 
dance, movement, and play led by a Cleveland Clinic 
music therapist and accompanying memory patients. 
The enriching musical sessions enhanced language 
and memory skills for participants through a playful 
and engaging atmosphere.  
 
TODDLER TUESDAYS
OCTOBER 8, 2019 – FEBRUARY 18, 2020 
Designed for participants ages 18 months to 3 years 
old and their caretakers, Toddler Tuesdays focused on 
interactive, sensory-based programming highlighting 
STEAM concepts and early literacy for DISCOVERY’s 
littlest learners. Caregivers and children enjoyed 
playful learning experiences that supported early 
brain development. Weekly sessions encouraged 
meaningful and relevant play, while promoting 
healthy brain-building opportunities and important 
developmental skills. 
 



MAGIC OF DISCOVERY 
DISCOVERY Children’s Museum held its annual Magic of DISCOVERY Gala on Saturday, 
October 12, 2019. Guests raved about our homecoming-themed event, which was held 
right here at our vibrant, fun, and all-inclusive Museum. In total, The Magic of DISCOVERY 
homecoming celebration raised more than $300,000 in critical funding for the Museum’s 
educational programs. A portion of that was thanks to our presenting sponsor, Goettl Air 
Conditioning, as well as other big donors including Caesars Entertainment, Las Vegas Sands 
Corp, Moser Architecture Studio, NV Energy, Southwest Gas, Wynn Resorts, and so many 
more.

The program was emceed by Las Vegas’ iconic radio personality, Chet Buchanan, was 
accompanied by a cocktail reception, strolling dinner, silent auction, raffle, and live 
entertainment by local Las Vegas groups including the UNLV cheerleading team, Thurman 
White Academy’s “Big Steps” acapella group, Gibson Middle School’s Drum Line, C.T. Sewell 
Elementary School’s “Sparkerls” Show Squad, and Nashville country singer and season six 
contestant of NBC’s “The Voice,” Cali Tucker.

ROYAL TEA & GOLF CLASSIC
Due to COVID restrictions and out of an abundance of caution for the health and safety of our 
guests, donors, employees and volunteers, we decided to cancel our annual Royal Tea and Golf 
Classic fundraising events in 2020. We look forward to bringing these events back in exciting new 
ways as soon as it is safe to do so.

SIGNATURE EVENTS
THANK YOU FOR HELPING US PUT OUR KIDS FIRST. 
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2020 REVENUE

ADMISSIONS   
$1,143,507 

OTHER INCOME 
$11,326

CONTRIBUTIONS  
$1,903,166

MEMBERSHIP DUES  
$294,065

ANCILLARY REVENUE 
$310,189

SIGNATURE EVENTS 
$299,532

INVESTMENT INCOME 
$257,165 

IN-KIND DONATIONS   
$5,038 

2020 EXPENDITURES
PROGRAM SERVICES  
$4,112,435MANAGEMENT/GENERAL 

$1,394,596

FUNDRAISING  
$420,223
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DREAMERS ($100,000+)
Anonymous
Lee and Benson Riseman
Wynn Resorts

INNOVATORS ($50,000+)
Bank of America
Las Vegas Clark County Library District Foundation
Southern Highlands Charitable Foundation
Subaru of Las Vegas

CREATORS ($25,000+)
Goettl Air Conditioning & Plumbing
Jean and Brian Fink
Nevada Health Link
Nevada National Security Site
Robert S. & Dorothy J. Keyser Foundation
The Las Vegas Raiders
Wells Fargo Foundation

BUILDERS ($10,000+)
Andrew Family Foundation
Caesars Entertainment
CarMax Inc.
Jeri and Rick Crawford
Joan Lapan
Las Vegas Sands Corp
McCarran International Airport
MOSER Architecture Studio LLC
NV Energy
Southwest Gas Corporation
Sunrise Hospital & Medical Center
The Tony and Renee Marlon Charitable Foundation
Variety the Children’s Charity of Southern Nevada
Verizon Foundation

THINKERS ($5,000+)
Cheung Family Trust  
Gloria and Mark Fine
Greenberg Traurig
Jerry’s Nugget Casino
Jill and Troy Moser
Judith and Morton Skoll 
Kiewit Energy Group
Klai Juba Wald Architects
Marnell Companies
Miracle Mile Shops
Nevada Arts Council
Nevada State Treasurer’s Office
Pat W. Skorkowsky

COLLABORATORS ($2,500+) 
Alisa Nave-Worth and Robert Worth 
Barbara Molasky
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP
Capability Health & Human Services (formerly Easter 
Seals)
The Honorable Carolyn Goodman & Oscar Goodman
Cashman Equipment Company
Chet Buchanan
Cornerstone Company 
The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas
Cox Charities
Cynthia and Joseph Asher 
Emily and Boyd Nelson
Ginger and Daniel Anderson
Girl Scouts of Southern Nevada
Jaime and Josh Rexing 
Jamie and Kevin Holyfield 
Jennifer Curland and Joseph Stammis
Joyce and Steve Schneider
Judy and Ed Cebulko
Julie and Eric Hession
Kemp, Jones & Coulthard, LLP
KTNV ABC Channel 13
Laurel Andrew and Victor Onufrieff  
Lauren and Jeremy Stamis
Linda and Tony Bonnici 
Nevada State Bank 
Patricia and Ric Truesdell
Sandra and Mark Tratos

EXPLORERS ($1,000+)
Adrianne Burke
Amanda and Phil Erwin
Angelique and Brian Hartsell
Ashley Hoban
Becky and Brad Anthony
Blick Art Materials
Carrie Carter-Cooper and Phil Cooper 
Charlie Stone
Cragin & Pike
Dana and Gregory Lee
David E. Goldwater
Dina Romaya-Ladah
E.C. Kerestesi
Ellen Fischman
Emily and Penn Jillette
Erica Chee
Facebook 
The GoodCoin Foundation
Hillary Frei

Jamie Naughton
Jane and Roy Centrella
Jennifer and Duncan Brown
Jessica Kalb
Joanna and John Falb
Judith and James Kropid
Kami Dempsey-Goudie and Jason Goudie
Karina Jett
LaLa Photography
Nevada Humanities, Inc.
Rebecca and Christopher Miltenberger
Stacie Truesdell Michaels and Justin Michaels
Susan Ackerman
Todd E. Lefkowitz
Tracy and Rodney Atamian
United Way of Southern Nevada
Walmart #2483 Supercenter

IN-KIND ($1,000+)
Greenberg Traurig and Mark Tratos

ANNUAL FUND DONORS
FY20 June 30, 2019 - July 1, 2020
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OUR KIDS FIRST.


